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Recent-years’ applicative and technological challenges emanating either from industrial or
socioeconomic or environmental needs have opened new dilemmas which have purpose-
fully highlighted limitations of conventional computational science and issued techniques.
Recent borders’ contraction between biological and computational sciences, especially the
latest developments in bio-inspired artificial systems over the last decade, have played and
continue to take the part of a central role in designing adequate solutions for these new chal-
lenging dilemmas. The fantastic ever-increasing intellectual dynamics created around bio-
inspired Artificial Intelligence and related topics (as Artificial Neural Networks, Machine-
Learning, Collective Intelligence, etc.), uphold by escalating interest of both confirmed and
young researchers on this relatively juvenile science, generates a reach multidisciplinary syn-
ergy between a large number of scientific communities making conceivable a forthcoming
emergence of viable solutions to aforementioned real-world applicative and technological
challenges.

This special issue of the Neural Processing Letters journal includes extended version
of a reduced number of already accepted papers presented during the third international
conference on Neural Computation Theory and Applications (NCTA 2011), one of the three
conferences composing International Joint Conference on Computational Intelligence (IJCCI
2011), which was held in Lieusaint (Senart/Paris), France, October 24–26, 2011. Since 2009,
the NCTA takes part in the aforementioned appealing dynamics within the frame of the
prestigious IJCCI. The objective of this international conference is to convene relevant recent
works focusing bio-inspired Artificial Intelligence, related fields and applications by offering
a privileged space to overhaul and exchange the knowledge about further theoretical advances,
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new experimental discoveries and novel technological improvements in this promising area.
That’s why we have attached a special attention on reviewing process of this Special Issue.
In fact, our first attention has been our premeditated desire to involve totally new experts
not belonging to NCTA 2011 Program Committee. We would like to reedit our gratitude
to all those experts for the valuable work that they have accomplished in total freedom and
independency.

Reflecting the above-proclaimed deliberate philosophy and the variety of research works
presented during the conference, twenty-five authors have been invited to submit an extended
version of their works presented during the conference. Twenty-three authors replied to our
invitation. The reviewing process has conducted to eleven definitely accepted articles. They
epitomize miscellany of involved topics and the diversity of techniques connecting bio-
inspired Artificial Intelligence and its applications.

The two first papers, “Fast and Stable Learning Utilizing Singular Regions of Multilayer
Perceptron” and “Towards a self-learning agent: Using ranking functions as a belief rep-
resentation in reinforcement learning”, deal with Machine-Learning paradigms one of key
aspects in bio-inspired Artificial Intelligence.

The paper “Modular Neural Tile Architecture for Compact Embedded Hardware Spiking
Neural Network” relates the design of a modular architecture of artificial neural network and
hardware implementation of neural models by focalizing a Spiking Neural Network.

The paper “Constraint score evaluation for spectral feature selection” relates another
foremost aspect in neural computation which is adequate features’ selection.

The two papers “Controlling Relations between the Individuality and Collectivity of Neu-
rons and its Application to Self-Organizing Maps” and “A Mathematical Model of Retinal
Ganglion Cells and Its Applications in Image Representation” involve mathematical mod-
eling of biological mechanisms such as neurones’ interactions and retinal vision with origi-
nality of applying the issued models on two actual paradigms: self-organization and images’
representation.

Finally, the five last articles present different original applications of bio-inspired Artificial
Intelligence covering various areas. The paper “Covariance matrix estimation with multi-
regularization parameters based on MDL principle” relates more theoretical application,
while the paper “Aircraft Classification and Acoustic Impact Estimation Based on Real-Time
Take-off Noise Measurements” present a concrete real-world application.

The two papers “Gait Pattern Based on CMAC Neural Network For Robotic Applica-
tions” and “Control of an Industrial PA10-7CE Robot Arm based on Decentralized Neural
Backstepping Approach” cover robotics area, as well humanoid robots’ control as industrial
robotics. Finally, the paper “Navigation Satellite Clock Error Prediction Based on Functional
Network” relates another foremost field which is space and satellites.

Before ending the editorial, it is important to emphasize that scientific relevance and
technical quality of a collective issue emerge from quality of its contributors: those who
contribute by the high quality of their manuscripts. We would like to express again our
acknowledgements to all contributors: You are the central reason of the nobles of this Special
Issue.

Finally, we would like to apologize for the somehow tardy reviewing processing, which
have been, nevertheless, the condition to guarantee the freedom and total independency of
Reviewing Board in accomplishment of their valuable expertise.
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